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Changing Guidelines Worry Patients

- In May 2012 USPSTF recommended against PSA-based screen for prostate cancer (Grade: D)

- To many patients these guideline may be confusing given that according to the CDC, prostate cancer is the most common cancer among men in the United States (101.6 per 100,000)

- Furthermore, patients who were exposed to previous guidelines may experience concern over new guidelines lack of screening

- What can be done?
  - Patient centered education regarding current guidelines may help alleviate stress and strengthen patient-provider relationship
Public Health Costs

- The 2010 medical cost associated with prostate cancer were $12 billion
  - No information was available for costs by geographic area in the United States
  - On a per capita basis, given that Vermont represents 0.2% of the US population, Vermont’s medical costs associated with prostate cancer would be $24 million

- Out of context these large dollar values may increase awareness and worry within the patient population

- Unnecessary testing increases healthcare costs and potentially causes unnecessary worry in patients

- Many men will have prostate cancer when they pass away, but it will not always be the main factor in their death, which is an important but difficult point to convey to non-medical professionals
Community Perspective

**Need and link to greater Burlington community:**

- Dr. ____, UVMMC Associate Professor of Surgery, Division of Urology gave a September 6, 2016 community medical school address on prostate cancer to highlight the need for patient education.

- Dr. ___ of UVMMC’s South Burlington FP office reiterated the need for education in his interview.

**Perspective on intervention from a current resident:** Dr. Jessica Faraci, UVMMC Family Medicine Resident PGY-2

- Dr. Faraci created dot phrase for exercise options in the Milton area and disseminated to residents, a similar project with a goal of patient education, it was well received by residents.

- Dr. Faraci did not study effectiveness of education materials due to the extensive IRB requirements it would entail.
Proposed Intervention

- Patient-centered education:
  - Provide patients with an understandable summary of current guidelines and recommendations
  - Summary should emphasize simplicity and clarity while acknowledging recent changes in guidelines
  - The summary will then be developed into dot-phrase for providers so that they can easily provide information to patients in an accessible format, with a consistent message
Result/Response

- The ultimate result is a summary that can be turned into a dot-phrase that physicians can use so that their patients can develop a better understanding of PSA screening.

- Individual practice managers have the ability to add the dot-phrase to their practices available phrases.
  - Dr. Faraci indicated this is a UVMMC/PRISM best-practices method to prevent overloading every users system with dot-phrases that may not be relevant to their practice.
Evaluation of effectiveness and limitations

- The effectiveness of the patient information summary is a mix of utility to providers and utility to patients
- Patients benefit from digested and succinct information that they can take home and read again later, as opposed to having to remember a physician’s spoken explanation
- There is a time savings for providers when their patients have good information available to read, digest and discuss
- Physicians are able to begin a circular discussion with their patients that promotes conversation in the event the patient has concerns following their reading of the hand-out
- Part of the dot phrase / patient hand-out will include links to respected resources that provide more in depth discussion of topics
- The idea of a prostate cancer screening handout itself was well received when mentioned to faculty and residents
- Per the interview with Dr. Faraci, it may be important to remind residents of useful dot-phrases, as she believes that it is unlikely many remember the available dot-phrase on Milton based exercise locations
- Finding an appropriate level of detail is challenging in a patient population with varying levels of education
Recommendations for Future Interventions

- Richard Mendez has already been approached about making this prostate cancer screening education information into a UVMMC Blog-post to increase the audience for dissemination.

- Given that the goal was to increase patient understanding of guidelines, future projects should assess efficacy of providing information to patients in their after visit summary handouts.

- Evaluation of the efficacy of the educational packet may rely on asking pre and post questions of the patients who received the information in order to qualify their understanding of guidelines related to specific areas such as:
  - Reason for guidelines
  - Understanding individual risk
  - Understanding prevention
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